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Across

4 The Bet Avs gathered into 
associations known as ____ (5)

7 The miraculous fall of Jericho 
illustrates how the Israelites 
should depend on ___ over their 
own strength (3)

9 The judges filled the gap in 
leadership between the time of 
Joshua and the beginning of the 
____ (8)

11 In Greek, ____ and Joshua have 
the same name (5)

12 Jesus quotes Deuteronomy: “You 
shall love the Lord, your God, 
with all your ____, and with all 
you ____ (5,4)

14 The twelve ____ are traced by 
Hebrew tradition back to the sons 
of Jacob (6)

16 The story of ____ involves a 
foreign woman’s fidelity to the 
Jewish family of her widowed 
husband (4)

20 The last event described at the 
end of 2 Kings is the Babylonian 
____ (5)

22 The whole of the ____ seems to 
have experienced social and 
political upheaval in 
approximately 1200 BC (6,4)

23 The basic social unit of the 
Israelite society, a patriarchal 
household of immediate and 
extended family members (3,2)

24 “Second law” (11)

Down

1 In ancient Israel, one who acted 
as a temporary military leader, as 
well as arbiter of disputes within 
and between tribes (5)

2 Land across the Jordan River 
from Palestine (11)

3 According to tradition, he was 

put in charge of the people of 
Israel after Moses died (6)

5 This prophet is disappointed 
when the people of Israel ask for 
a king “to be like other nations” 
(6)

6 A wise judge lead to foolishness 
through his love for Delilah (6)

8 A prophet and a judge who 
defeated King Hazor (7)

10 She risked her life to help 
Israelite spies in Jericho (5)

11 The books of Joshua and Judges 
were written after the fall and 
destruction of ____ in 587 BC 
(9)

13 The ____ of Deborah is 
considered one of the oldest 
passages in the Bible (8)

15 Famous judge who went to battle 
against the Midianites with a 
vastly reduced army (6)

17 According to Deuteronomy, the 
____ is the only acceptable 
location for sacrifice (6)

18 Ruth, a foreigner, was an 
ancestor of this Israelite king (5)

19 An account of the battle for this 
city takes up nearly the first half 
of the Book of Joshua (7)

21 Israelite king who legislated the 
three regulations unique to 
Deuteronomy (6)


